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Will this be the end of share ownership? 

Eric Chalker 
 

This article is reproduced, with permission, from the website www.lse.co.uk provided by London South East 
Ltd. It is one of a series written by Eric Chalker, a past director of UKSA. Eric's blog is written solely on his 
own behalf, on a range of subjects which interest him and he hopes will be of interest to private investors 
generally. All previous posts are still accessible at www.lse.co.uk/blogs/expert/eric-chalkers-blog.  

 
This is the month, January 2018, when the EU wanted to begin abolishing share 
certificates. Thanks to George Osborne and his Treasury team, it was put back to 
January 2023, but is now mandatory for all EU members. Britain is leaving the 
EU, but the necessary changes have already begun and it seems inconceivable that 
they will be stopped. If the changes go the wrong way, no individual will be able 
to own listed company shares after the end of 2024, or even sooner than that. 
 
The changes are a consequence of the EU’s Central Securities Depositories 
Regulation (CSDR), number 909/2014. It requires all shareholdings to be held in 
what is called ‘book-entry’ form, either via an authorised Central Securities 
Depository participant or using an alternative dematerialised holding method. By 
January 2023, this will apply to all new share issues, in theory leaving conversion of existing shares until 
January 2025, but in practice this may not be possible. As new share issues include placings, open offers 
and rights issues, the changes may actually be applied simultaneously to avoid problems arising from mixed 
holdings. 
 
Dematerialisation may come sooner than expected: a Treasury consultation document in September 2017 
stated, “there may be a case for bringing dematerialisation forward.” There is indeed, but only if the 
method chosen gives priority to the needs of private investors. 
 
What will be the consequences of dematerialisation? 
The consequences very much depend on how the UK government chooses to implement dematerialisation. 
It can choose to reinvigorate the concept of private share ownership, thus restoring and strengthening the 
active link that previously existed between the owners of a business and its managers. Or it can succumb 
to the commercial interests of intermediaries and remove for ever the right of individuals to own company 
shares, forcing them to use nominees instead. 
 
The issue is not the loss of paper certificates. The issue is how to ensure that private individuals can continue 
to own company shares.  
 
It is already the case that many private investors are not the owners of the shares they have paid for, because 
they are held by nominees. This currently makes the nominee the share owner, puts the nominee’s name on 
the share register instead of the investor’s and gives all Companies Act shareholder rights to the nominee, 
not to the investor. Hargreaves Lansdown, for example, may be the biggest shareholder on a company’s 
register even though none of its own money is at stake. Some think the CSDR should be implemented by 
requiring all shares to be held by nominees alone.  
 
The much better alternative, for investors and for the companies they invest in, with progressive benefits 
for society in general because of improved corporate governance, is for individual investors to hold their 
shares electronically in their own names. Much work has been done to devise the means for this to happen, 
principally by the Registrars Group of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries & Administrators, resulting in 
what is known as the Industry Model. If enacted, this would replace share certificates with securely coded  
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‘holder keys’ to link shares with their owners and enable the owners to enjoy full shareholder rights. The 
objective, as defined in the Kay Review of UK equity markets, commissioned by the coalition government, 
is to find “the most cost effective means for individual investors to hold shares directly on an electronic 
register”.  
 
The government could go further. In addition to preserving current share ownership, it could use 
dematerialisation to give full shareholder rights as well to all those who choose to use a nominee service, 
by making the nominee secondary to the investor, instead of the other way round as at present.  
 
Dematerialisation provides the opportunity to do more 
It is time Parliament confronted the damage that has been done by the now widespread but still increasing 
appearance of nominees on company share registers, allowed by the law to be owners of the shares and 
therefore of companies, despite having no financial interest in them. The use of nominees has taken 
ownership responsibilities away from the individuals whose money is at stake and given it to those who 
have no financial interest in exercising such responsibilities. The oversight of companies is left to the 
financial services industry, which then gets berated because it doesn’t behave like owners. Of course it 
doesn’t. It won’t. How stupid to think that it might. Look no further than the Persimmon scandal for proof.  
 
There is another stupidity. By shovelling investors into nominee accounts their money and investments are 
put at additional risk. The compensation available should the nominee default is minimal and hard to get. 
To protect investors from the risk of such default, the EU and our own regulators have been piling on the 
rules, the latest source being the EU’s much-feared EU Directive known as Mifid II; according to the 
Financial Times, this has more than 1.7 million paragraphs of requirements. Investors already face page 
after page of conditions though – in Hargreaves Lansdown’s case totalling 14,000 words. 
 
Buying and selling shares are one-off transactions, for which investors should have a free choice of agent 
and one-off costs. Leaving them instead to be held in trust by a nominee requires a continuing relationship 
which is necessarily governed by regulations and restrictions for which ultimately the investor must pay. A 
nominee account may come with side benefits, attractive to some, but no private investor should be obliged 
by law to surrender full legal ownership of the shares he or she buys and find them subjected to onerous 
conditions. 
 
The Companies Act must be amended, to give every investor who uses his or her own money to buy 
particular company shares the right to have his or her name and address on the company’s share register as 
the legal shareholder, regardless of how the shares were acquired. It is not good enough, as some suggest, 
simply to add the investor’s name to the nominee’s in order to ‘designate’ the account. Rather than continue 
to regard the nominee as the shareholder, the investor must become the principal, with the nominee merely 
the agent. The role of a nominee should be to service investors, not to usurp them. For private investors, 
this must become the law. 
 

Eric Chalker served as UKSA’s Policy Co-ordinator & Director from 2012 to 2016 
	
FOOTNOTE 
On 6 July 2013, a well-attended UKSA conference received a presentation from the Registrars Group 
setting out the background to the CSDR and explaining how the Industry Model was expected to work; a 
report of this appeared in ‘The Private Investor’ later that month. A further article on the subject appeared 
in the magazine of January 2014, which included, with the Registrars Group’s approval, an eight-point 
summary of how the Industry Model would work.  
 
 

 
 


